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ABOUT
 

The brainchild of architects Ewa 
Bryzek and Allen Shakir, LAWA 
DESIGN, is a Danish design  
studio informed by the rules 
of architecture with a desire to  
experiment and explore. 

Practical pieces with a refresh-
ing approach, LAWA DESIGN 
products escape convention 
while staying true to function 
- creating simple yet comfort-
ing designs that toy with your  
expectations.
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DELTA 
CLOCK 
 

Reminiscent of the sundial,  
Delta Clock utilizes shadow play 
in a thoughtful way. While the 
folds in the surface indicate the 
passing hours, various tones are 
created as the clock interacts 
with the surrounding light. 

Delta Clock resorts back to 
the basic essentials, offering a  
refreshing yet familiar take on 
how we read the passing hours 
of the day.
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DELTA 
CLOCK 
WHITE
 

When up against a white wall 
this clock almost disappears;  
Like a chameleon, exposed only 
by the shadows on its distinctive 
folded surface. 
 
And if you have a colored wall, 
fear not. This elegant timepiece 
enjoys being on display.
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DELTA 
CLOCK 
OAK
 

Made entirely from a solid piece 
of high quality oak, this model 
combines the simplistic form 
factor of the Delta Clock with the 
warm tones of natural wood. 

Comes with black or white 
hands. 
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DELTA 
CLOCK 
BLACK
 

Who said that black is conservative? 

Delta Clock Black must be the  
exception that proves the rule,  
because this timepiece exudes both 
style and boldness.  
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ARC 
PENDANT 
 

From beehives to the Byzantines, 
the architectonic dome has  
always been a strong staple of 
design. 

Arc Pendant harnesses the pow-
er of the dome while supplying 
a golden glow throughout the 
space, illuminating even the 
ceiling in breaks of light and 
shadow. 

The lamp offers soft lighting 
with an architectural spin.
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ARC 
PENDANT 
WHITE

Do not be fooled by its subtle  
appearance. 
 
While turned off, this lamp 
may look humble, blending  
seamlessly and elegantly into 
almost any environment.
 
But by the flick of a switch its  
alter ego comes to life: A glowing  
silhouette of light and shadow. 
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ARC 
PENDANT 
PLYWOOD

Who does not love wood?

With its bright natural material, 
Arc Pendant Plywood provides a 
warm touch to its surroundings, 
making you feel right at home.

The playful texture of the  
untreated wood makes every 
single lamp unique in its own 
right. 
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ARC 
PENDANT 
BLACK PLYWOOD

 
Say hello to the cool member of 
the family. 

Treated with dark wood stain, 
this model is a pitch black ver-
sion of the Arc Pendant Plywood.

The wooden texture remains  
visible in the surface, and  what 
it lacks in color, it makes up for 
in style!
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PRODUCT DETAILS
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Dimensions                                                                             28x28x2 cm 
Weight                                                                                       1.0 (Oak) 2.2 kg (Composite)
Battery                                                                        1 x AA, not included
Made in                                                                             Europe
Patent number                                                                      001405591-0001

Materials                                                                                                           

DELTA 
CLOCK
DETAILS

mechanism / hanger28 cm 2 cm

White composite
Black hands

Natural oak
White hands

Natural oak
Black hands

Black composite
White hands
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ARC 
PENDANT
DETAILS

White polystyrene
White cord

Natural plywood
White cord

Natural plywood
Black cord

Stained plywood
Black cord

bulb max 60WØ40 cm
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 c

m
Dimensions                                                                            40x40x23 cm 
Weight                                                                                      2.1 kg
Cord                                  2 m, fabric wire with round metal ceiling rose
Socket                                                                                  CE / UL rated,  E27, up to 60 W
Made in                                                                             European Union
Patent number                                                                      002557397-0001

Materials                                                                                                        
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www.lawadesign.dk

mail@lawadesign.dk

Find os on social media @lawadesign

CONTACT


